Working in field of choice

95%

Of respondents who reported
full-time jobs, 95% were working
in their field of choice. The
remaining 5% indicated accepting
a position outside of their field for
now, due to COVID-19’s impact on
the labor market.
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Top industries our graduates are working in
University of Michigan School of Information graduates obtain innovative, diverse,
professional jobs in a wide range of work settings and positions, from public/
academic libraries and nonprofits to the largest consulting, tech, and internet
companies in the world. The positions range from entry-level to senior level,
management and advanced. These are the top industries our graduates are working in.
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Where our graduates are working
COVID-19 impacted preferred locations for job
acceptance this year. 100% of survey respondents
indicated they were working virtually this year; with
many expecting to transition to in-person in the near
future. Although grads were working virtually this
year, these are the top regions for job acceptance.

Midwest 48%

Our graduates’ salaries
UMSI salaries are competitive and are reported at
the top of national salaries in comparative career
fields and industries. Our graduates’ salaries hold
one of the highest rankings according to the Library
Journal salary report. Because salaries vary by
degree program, industry/sector, and geographic
region, specific salary outcomes by academic
programs are available in the program-specific
employment reports.

PhD job outcomes
UMSI PhD graduates continue to succeed in
both industry and academic careers. This year,
three of the four graduates who earned their
PhDs reported jobs in their field of choice.
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Contact the UMSI Career Development Office to discuss your
job search, or to receive information on hiring UMSI grads.

